
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Cable/satellite is threatened by streaming services
•• Low pricing and flexibility will draw non-subscribers
•• Top consumer sentiment points to cost-sensitivities
•• Younger groups inclined towards non-traditional pay TV
•• Most bundle pay TV with home internet
•• Consumers are attracted to specific content

This Report explores home internet usage, pay TV usage, bundled services,
subscribing cord-nevers and cord-cutters, TV satisfaction and pay TV and
bundling attitudes. This Report also examines the challenges the pay TV and
internet service provider market faces, explores market factors impacting the
category, marketing and advertising campaigns, as well as innovations and
trends this market is experiencing.
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"As Canadians move away
from traditional pay TV like
cable/satellite and towards
video streaming services,
competition is ramping up in
this arena providing more
choice than ever. Cost savings
is top of mind among
consumers when it comes to
bundling, and thus will come
to be expected."
- Andrew Zmijak, Research
Analyst
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• Advertising tech features that enhance the user experience
• Video streaming services continue to sprout
• Increasing pay TV subscription costs
• Infrastructure projects ramping up reach of high-speed

internet

• Promoting original programming
Figure 8: Amazon Prime Video, mobile ad, September 2019
Figure 9: Netflix, informational email, September 2019

• Fast speed and reliability is what consumers want
Figure 10: Bell, acquisition mailing, September 2019

• Marketing the utilization of tech to enhance the user
experience
Figure 11: Shaw – BlueCurve, online ad, July 2019
Figure 12: Shaw – BlueCurve, online ad, July 2019
Figure 13: Telus, informational email, July 2019

• Video streaming services continue to sprout
• Certain content draws consumers

• Increasing pay TV subscription costs
• Value lacking from cable/satellite

• Infrastructure projects ramping up reach of high-speed
internet

• Enhancing the viewing experience

• The internet is most commonly accessed via cable
• Netflix nearly neck and neck with cable/satellite TV
• Most bundle cable/satellite TV with their home internet
• Certain TV shows drive consumers to subscribe
• Low prices can capture new subscribers to pay TV
• Leading sentiment displays cost-sensitivities

• The internet is most commonly accessed via cable
Figure 14: Internet at home usage, August 2019

• Age and region affect type of internet access used
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Figure 15: About ROAMING MAN Travel Pocket Wi-Fi, May
2018

• Netflix nearly neck and neck with cable/satellite TV
Figure 16: Pay TV usage, August 2019

• Older groups holding on to traditionally pay TV
Figure 17: Pay TV usage, 18-44s vs over-45s, August 2019
Figure 18: Pay TV usage, parents of children under 18 in the
household vs overall, August 2019

• Most bundle cable/satellite TV with their home internet
Figure 19: Bell Fibe, online ad, September 2019
Figure 20: Bundled vs paid for separately services, August
2019

• Certain TV shows drive consumers to subscribe
Figure 21: TV-related behaviours (% agree), August 2019
Figure 22: Select TV-related behaviours (% agree), by
gender, August 2019

• Habits vary depending on age
Figure 23: TV-related behaviours, 18-44s vs over-45s, August
2019
Figure 24: This Is How You #IgniteEveryday, April 2019
Figure 25: TV-related behaviours (% agree), by parental
status, August 2019

• Low prices can capture new subscribers to pay TV
Figure 26: Subscribing cord-cutters and cord-nevers, top five
motivating factors, August 2019

• A small share is motivated by on-demand streaming
Figure 27: Subscribing cord-cutters and cord-nevers,
streaming service-related motivational factors, August 2019

• Moving away from hardware to watch pay TV
Figure 28: Subscribing cord-cutters and cord-nevers,
hardware/software-related motivational factors, August 2019

• Motivating TV non-subscribers to subscribe
Figure 29: TURF Analysis – Subscribing cord-nevers and
cord-cutters, August 2019
Figure 30: Table – TURF Analysis – Subscribing cord-nevers
and cord-cutters, August 2019

• Methodology

BUNDLED SERVICES

TV-RELATED BEHAVIOURS AND SATISFACTION

NON-SUBSCRIBERS
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• Leading sentiment displays cost-sensitivities
Figure 31: Cost-related attitudes toward pay TV and bundling
(% any agree), August 2019

• Most are binge-watching
Figure 32: TV-watching attitudes (% any agree), August 2019

• Consumer interest lies in fast Internet and “skinny” pay TV
packages
Figure 33: Interest in TV and Internet services (% any agree),
August 2019

• Current TV content is resonating with many
Figure 34: Select attitudes toward pay TV, Internet and
bundling (% any agree), August 2019

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

ATTITUDES TOWARD PAY TV & BUNDLING

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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